
Rafi  
by dots& yarn 

 
The name Rafi is of Arabic origin, and its meaning is 
„holding high“ or „servant of the exalted one“. We 
designed this baby cardigan for our friend’s baby 
son, Rafi, who was born in late December 2008. 
 
Materials 
Yarn: 1 skein of Arauncanía Sock yarn Ranco Solid 
488 (blue) 
Needles: 3.5mm circular needles (US Size 4) 
Other: 7 small buttons, 1 darning needle for 
finishing, 4 stitch markers 
 
Gauge 
25 Sts = 10cm 
 
Pattern notes 
Rafi uses both flat knitting and knitting in the round, 
as well as magic loop technique. Its construction is 
top down. Finishing is made easy, as it only consists 
of darning loose ends and sewing on buttons. 

 
Instructions 

Main body 
CO 46 Sts, using a provisional/lace cast-on technique. Work 5cm in StSt, beginning with a WS 
(purl row). 
Next: CO 5 Sts at the beginning of the next 2 rows for armholes (56 Sts). Break yarn and put all 
stitches on stitch holder. 
For front of shoulder, pick up 16 Sts on each side of cast-on. Slip middle 14 Sts onto stitch 
holder. Place 2 differently coloured pieces of yarn to mark top of shoulder (both on right and 
left shoulders). 
 
Right shoulder: work in StSt until work measures 5cm from top of shoulder.   
At the same time: increase by 1 St 7 times in every RS row – m1 as 2nd to last St. When right 
shoulder (front) measures 5cm from top of shoulder marker, CO 5 Sts at beginning of RS row. 
Break yarn. 
 
Left shoulder: work in StSt until work measures 5cm from top of shoulder.  
At the same time: increase by 1 St 7 times: in every RS row – m1 as 2nd St. 
When left shoulder (front) measures 5cm from top of shoulder marker, CO 5 Sts at beginning 
of WS row. Break yarn. 
 
Next: Join both parts of front to back of main body, thus creating 2 armholes while leaving 
front of jacket open. Work in flat StSt until work measures 15cm from lower edge of armholes, 
ending with a RS row. 
K1R 
Work 6R in StSt, beginning with a K row. BO. 
 



Hood 
Pick up and K20 on the right of the back neck Sts. 
Pick up the 14 back neck Sts from the holder: [K1, M1] 13 times, K1. 
Pick up and K20 on the left of the back neck. (67 Sts) 
Next:  P1 [K1, P1] repeat until end of row (R1) 
 K1 [P1, K1] repeat until end of row (R2) 
Repeat last 2 rows 2 more times. 
Next: rib 5 Sts, then slip these onto stitch holder. 
Rib 3, [M1, rib 5] 10 times, rib 4, slip last 5 Sts onto holder. (67 Sts) 
Begin with a P row and continue in StSt until hood measures 12cm, ending with a P row. 
Next: K44, turn. 
Next: Sl1, P19, P2tog, turn. 
Next: Sl1, K18, skpo, turn. 
Repeat the last 2 rows until 21 centre Sts remain. Slip remaining 21 Sts onto stitch holder. 
 
For edging: slip 5 Sts from holder on right side of hood onto needle. With RS facing, pick up 
and K25 Sts up the right side of the hood. 
K across 21 centre Sts (taking them from holder). 
Pick up and K25 Sts down the left side of hood. 
Slip 5 Sts from holder on left side of hood onto needle and rib. (81 Sts) 
Next: rib 7 rows. 
BO in rib. 
 
Buttonhole panel 
With RS facing, pick up and K62 up the right side of the front opening to neck. 
Rib 2 rows. 
Buttonhole row: rib 3, [K2tog, yf, rib 7] 6 times, K2tog, yf, rib 3. 
Rib 3 rows. 
BO in rib. 
 
Button panel 
With RS facing, pick up and K62 Sts down left side of front opening from neck. 
Rib 6 rows. 
BO in rib. 
 
Arms (x2) 
Pick up and K46  Sts around armhole. Using magic loop technique, K in circle until arm 
measures 15cm. 
P 1 R. 
K 6 Rs. 
BO. 
 
Finishing 
Weave in the ends, sew on the buttons 
corresponding to buttonholes. Block lightly. Enjoy. 
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